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Welcome to the brand
new edition of Alliterati Creative
Writing and Arts Magazine –
we’ve been away for a little
while, but now we’re back!
From our first meeting in
September 09, the English Society
was overwhelmed with the response and enthusiasm to revive
Alliterati and since then it has
become a whole new branch of
energy and activity of the society.
People continue to approach me
with interest in the magazine and what it stands for, and
our support base grows all the time – we are constantly
welcoming in new submissions for our pages.
It’s an exciting thing when an individual has the
courage to express their passion on paper and present it for
public opinion, yet over the course of this project the writers and artists of Newcastle University have done just that.
From the very start we intended for this magazine to be
testament to the creative talent within our student population, and to show that this talent is not exclusive to the art
based degrees. Personally, I feel we have succeeded.
I also extend sincere thanks to everyone else who
has made this process easy, stress-free and above all the
one thing it should be – great fun. Both the editing team
and the English Society committee prove that a good attitude and a passion for something new can conquer mountains.
Alliterati continues to grow and flourish, and
therefore still needs submissions be they artwork, poems,
short stories or snippets of creative work – all are welcome.
Rachel Maltas
Editor
alliterati@hotmail.co.uk
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Salut, to the Stars! Salut, to the Parodist's Firm!
By Eleni Makrygianni

Salut, to the stars! Salut, to the Parodist’s Firm!
I quiet in the stillness of an adolescent lie
As echoes scrape the brims of the absurd,
Salut, to the stars! Salut, to the Parodist’s Firm!
May I merge in the shadows as my belongings are burnt,
May I course any troth from the lips of a storyteller,
Salut, to the stars! Salut, to the Parodist’s Firm!
As I probe the languor through a tacit shimmer,
A troubadour shall devour the sorrow of a Dreamer.
May I retreat into sadness, may I anchor in rest,
Salut, to the stars! Salut, to the Parodist’s Firm!

The Heaven's Picadors
By Eleni Makrygianni
The Heaven’s Picadors have pinioned my shadow,
A hundred dusks to come…
and there shall never be a sun to plunder my eyes
It is the poverty of my own words that shall take me to my own relics
And my thoughts, once again, relapse to irresistible nightmares
And savage ghosts could salve my scars, but Pleasantry Never!
For what is there to abandon the bitter savour of a kiss…
The darkness no longer frightens me!
And the sceptres no longer belong to the sky!
Some God left them as a dowry to a herd of Bats…
Well, I shall disencumber now; my body from all the memories
And like a feather, I shall drift away into despair
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Birds of a Feather By Abdul Khan
It’s just one big joke to Ducks, now isn’t it? Paddling their little feet through the pond , they’re just
dying for some of the other birds, the larger, more visible, more scene stealing ones to screw up, and then
comes that side-splitting, rolling-on-the-floor snigger that shames the very maladroit other bird into never
swimming or flying again. Ducks are the hecklers of the avian world. Their purpose in either lake or
pond is to appear unassuming, to appear straggler-like in the menagerie of Swans, Geese, Gulls, Coots
and Kittiwakes (any birds left out can take it up with the author). They do not have the piercing yak of
the Gull, the interloper who has flown too far inland for its own good, trying to muscle its way into others' territory. Neither is it prodding or inquisitive like the Coot, following in the Geese's/Swans' wake to
the nearest scrap of food. No, no, no, the Duck is far too its own Duck to play these little bird games. It
‘paddles’ as it wishes. It does not need to fawn or be brazen; all it needs is to quack.
Ponds have their celebrities, the type that draw crowds and get their pictures taken. Swans are truly
beautiful creatures; men often compare women’s necks to theirs. They get top billing. Theirs are the
names that go up on a pond's marquee. Everyone wants to feed them; the scraps they leave behind, prandial for the little ones. It’s like a movie star and a television star, or better yet a theatre star (video killed
the radio star, so tune off). Who cares about the former? Can anyone name one? Only when movie stars
deign to appear in a production do people clamour and sit front row. Otherwise it’s what Shakespeare
wrote, or the Vagina Monologues. Fine, fine, they do have their own awards but then so does country
music. Really, a Tony? It's laughed at for a) being an actual award, and b) sounding a little fruity, as if
he’s just come out of the tanning salon, appearing bronzed and dressed in stretchy sky blue pants with
matching waistcoat and loafers a la a like-your-loafers. Oscar sounds like he’s done time, and on release
cracked a few more heads just to keep his street cred. Now who they actually give one to is another matter altogether, but the point of all of this was to advocate the little man, maybe not a good job of it, but
still. Now back to our flighty friends.
Ducks have gotten the short end of the stick. They are the archetype of a splenetic humour. They
are hunted. They have a video game in which they are hunted. ‘Open Season’ is a word they do not tell
their kids. Some of them have white collars. Others a dappled brown, while my favourite, a purple and a
green. The yellow bill is often derided. Images of them only ever appear as either irascible sailor boy,
death-to-be-wished-upon Scrooge, actually-death-visited dog’s prize, tandem in flight with hunter surreptitiously below, or finally atop bars as in ‘The Drakes’ or something like that. Not a very good image
from a PR point of view if you ask me. Oh, and lest we forget rubber duckies that see your yuckies and
those God awful duck whistles--the blows just keep on coming. And also the indignity of having their
livers plumped up with needles directly feeding into them, just so that ‘Pierre’ can have some fancy
sounding food. Injustices, all of them.
Swans, on the other hand, have their bloody pictures put on Valentines’ cards. When they are
beaten in sacks by roving bands of malcontents with hockey sticks, animal rights groups throw fits and
get agita ( like Angina but not). But at least the dear Duck has its quack. Like a voice box produced jeer,
the quack is devastating. No matter how pretty the Swan, how proud its neck, or how pesky the Gull,
how white its fleck (the droppings kind), the minute a quack is sounded, all stop dead and wonder, is that
floater mine? Did anyone just see? Are they laughing at me? What if they tell somebody else? They’re
staring. Damn! Fly! Fly! Fly! That is God’s gift to the duck. We often say a laughing Hyena but whatever their chuckles, they have nothing on the quack. It’s the drunken audience member that makes standup comedians lose track (or not), or launch into racial tirades. It’s the man who calls you out and makes
others stop laughing. It’s the waving hand or the digito monstrari, in those dimly lit dives.
‘That’s right Seinfeld, Bee Movie was shit, ’
‘What fatty? complaining in front of Parliament,’
‘jet plane that, Live Earth,’
‘Nobel what? ’’Slumdog Millionaire, my... ’’ Visa? Visa this,’
’Ms, Madame, Mademoiselle or...’
So on and so forth.
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Other
By John M Tyson-Capper
There is a world where others live
That spins a wound right through my hands
Proffered so, that dreams pass through.
It knows nothing of my foul decay
The silent stare of ages
Yet there it floats: a glamorous heaven
In deep blue skies
Poised across the world
Its bonds of love, lush as a hero’s
Sacrifice. Cool as cheated death.
It is the thing itself.
The sun glossed caress
The rising excitement of articulate success
And yet it will slip
Through these feeble fingers, failing
Where it hurts
Where the cracks in my heart are nursed

Recession of the Soul By John M Tyson-Capper
Two quarters gone and still no growth
The soul is in recession
The price of faith is far too high
There will be no concession
Your credit’s vanished in the smoke
Of lender’s greed and guile
While savings of goodwill and trust
Have dropped just like a smile
Cutback your kindness while you can
Spend less on hearth and home
Withdraw your love and joy from life
And stash it in a groan
Yes! steel yourself against the bust
And wait for times to boom
You can’t afford to lose your soul
It’s safer in a tomb
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Fateful Echoes
By John M Tyson-Capper
The man pants like a dog
Gagging for its own tail
While I recline pinned like a
Butterfly and call
Through time Past the lip-sticked sneer
The goading crack mined by
men
Sweating in the pores of these
Condoning walls that
Imprison me Like a forgotten echo
Returning a scream
And I am older now
Conjoined with my horrified
Innocence grown mute
But you heard me back then,
didn’t you?
In the murmur
Of a summer’s day rolling
In a giggling meadow
As far as could be from this
Carnal atrocity
You heard me
The breeze played in your hair
And your sun splashed smile,
flickered darkly
When he touched you there
It breaks my heart
You knew didn’t you?
You knew.
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Another Man’s Shoes
An Extract

By Fiona Veitch Smith
EXT – PORT OF SPAIN HARBOUR, TRINIDAD – DAY (JUNE 1956)
West Indian émigrés board the Ocean Monarch for an opportunity of
a new life in England. Dressed in their best, they are carrying
children and luggage as their relatives and friends see them off
from the quayside. There is a carnival atmosphere, but it’s tinged
with sadness. These are third class passengers who are directed to
their berths by uniformed stewards.
The first class passengers, mainly white holidaymakers returning
from a cruise of the Caribbean, are already on board, smoking and
sipping cocktails on the entertainment deck to the strains of a
steel band.
BILLY BROWN, black,
good-looking, 30, makes
his way up the gangplank. He is wearing a
black day suit, a jaunty
hat and a striking pair
of black and white
snakeskin shoes – jazz
man shoes. He is carrying a small leather
suitcase. He stops,
halfway up the plank,
pushes his hat to the
back of his head and
looks directly into the
curious gaze of a beautiful, young socialite
leaning over the rail of
the first class deck,
cocktail in hand.
This is JENNIFER
‘DARLING’ HAMILTON, 23,
daughter of SIR MILES
HAMILTON, shipping magnate and owner of the
Ocean Monarch. Billy
tips his hat and smiles
appreciatively, Jennifer
raises her glass in subtle acknowledgement.
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As they share this fleeting moment, behind Jennifer, Sir Miles is
regaling a group of well-heeled guests with some or other witty
tale – the guests laugh sycophantically. Sir Miles notices that his
daughter is looking elsewhere. He follows her gaze and sees Billy.
His face sets in anger. He tries to catch Jennifer’s eye, but she
pointedly ignores him and turns her attention to the guests.
Sir Miles glares down at Billy who lowers his eyes and continues
walking up the plank. The last we see are his shoes, stepping onto
the deck.
EXT – ST TRISTAN’S PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE – DAY (JUNE 1956)
A pair of expensive black day shoes crunch across the gravel of the
quadrangle. This is SIMON MARCH (there is a strong resemblance to
Billy: black, urbane, 30; though they are not identical, they could
easily be mistaken for one another at first glance). Simon is wearing a perfectly tailored grey suit under an academic master’s gown
and is carrying a leather music bag.
INT – 1ST CLASS SHIP’S LOUNGE – EVENING
A cocktail party in the first class lounge of the Ocean Monarch.
Black waiters in white suits wind their way through white-covered
tables, carrying hors d’oeuvres and drinks. The older passengers
are seated and chatting, the younger folk standing around in highspirited groups, cocktails in hand.
Billy is playing a jazzy version of ‘Mad Dogs and Englishmen’ to a
delighted all-white audience, including Jennifer, who is sitting
beside him on the piano stool. The irony of a black man singing the
colonial spoof is not lost on anyone – including Billy.
INT – SCHOOL HALL - DAY
SIMON walks into the school hall where the boys – all white – are
milling around, waiting for proceedings to start. The faculty are
already seated on the stage – including PETER FOSTER, 30, blonde,
aristocratic. Simon and Peter share a fleeting moment, observed
only by a slightly built 14-year-old BOY who flushes with annoyance.
Simon walks through the boys – some nod politely, others haughtily
– until he reaches the piano.
Suddenly, the bustle quietens: the HEADMASTER has walked onto the
stage, and those who have not already done so, scrape their chairs
as they stand to attention. The headmaster nods to Simon who pours
out the opening chords of ‘Jerusalem,’ and the whole school swells
with song. The song continues over the following sequence:
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EXT – SCHOOL - DAY
The imposing buildings of St
Tristan’s flying St George’s
flag; then sweeping out over open
English fields to the coast.
EXT – OCEAN - DAY
The Ocean Monarch surging across
the ocean as St George’s flag
whips in the wind.
INT – HALLWAY OUTSITE 1ST CLASS
SHIP CABINS - EVENING
Sir Miles kisses his daughter
goodnight at her cabin then goes
into his own.
The red tip of a cigarette glows
through an open door – someone
has been watching. He steps into
the light – it is Billy, tux unbuttoned and tie hanging loose.
He knocks on Jennifer’s door. She opens it and steps aside, willingly.
As the door closes,
ing a pile of white
considers knocking,
Miles’, but finally

a maid, AVA LOVEGATE (white, pretty, 25) carrytowels, stops outside. She looks wounded. She
first on Darling’s door then, with spite, on Sir
decides against it and leaves, head bowed.

INT – SCHOOL HALL –DAY
Simon is enraptured in his music as ‘Jerusalem’ rises to a climax.
INTERCUT:
INT – JENNIFER’S SHIP CABIN - NIGHT
Billy and Jennifer passionately entwined on her moonlit bed, reaching orgasm.
INTERCUT:
INT – SCHOOL HALL - DAY
SIMON finishes playing; he is completely spent.
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Freight Train
By Cara Brennan
You wrote your name on a freight train.
You sprayed a metallic scenario
through the heavy haul snake. Flecks
of paint like cracked scales, one
on top of the other.
Your tag races
the length of the soundproof trees,
like harsh words
in glass bottles. Jolting around
unexpected corners
as young dancers in dark rooms.
You wrote your name on a freight train.

200 miles of steel blaze
with friction flashing small parts of your
existence.

To track a life,
the click-clack of
graffiti like high speed calligraphy.
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Cochlea
By Cara Brennan
To wear feathers like bricks around eyes
that squint. The lining of the dress that
adorns the lead girl, it’s a deep yellow.
Her thirteen lines of monologue
swell in my ear; they bounce off the
Cochlea spilling wax down my white neck.
I curse myself. One day I will be swallowing
her lines. They will choke me as deep cuts
send opposing sensations.
A mimic of some earlier masque, beads
of sweat snap from cheap elastic
and drip to my jaw.

Hurdle
By Cara Brennan
It’s too much to formulate.
So date your scrawl just in case, their
mistakes need a date.
When he was young he had
a jigsaw; it formed a quiet dream.
Fifteen years on, the pieces litter
foreign streets like cardboard shrapnel.
England pulled out the stops, spilling
its pack of cards, a damp handful
of red chips, across his
wooden box. It’s draped in
the Union Jack.

Sparks
By Cara Brennan
My hands are un-lit matches;
with phosphorus tips, a darker
red than they have ever been.
One strike, another split tongue.
My chest is on repeat.
You spelt my name wrong, and
that envelope taunts my very
persistence, to be less inclined.
Four years wasn’t enough practice.
Come give it a second thought,
I know you crave another turn.
Spread all of my letters
across that cool white coffin.
Have the alphabet
do your dirty work.
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Over Tea
By Stacey Astill
He was ordinary.
Maybe.
He had a comb over, and a bow tie, and a neat little moustache.
Perhaps not ordinary, but definitely not extra ordinary.
Their meeting was brief but it changed him forever. She changed
him forever.
He was not her first choice, but she was used to his type, a
faithful friend more than a treat, but he was warm, and she was
not. He was there and so was she.
When her lips met his the world titled.
She drank in his warmth and his substance.

Once she had taken all she
needed she left him to the side.
Growing colder.
As she left she took him
and disposed of what was
left in the usual manner.

She did not think of his often, or ever.
He remembered her lips.
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Lost For Words
(Anonymous)
Trying to put pen to paper, but the ink won’t connect
Can’t get my feelings to sink
Not like me to have to think
May be better to think why I might have gone numb
Sat here, twiddling my thumbs
Not focusing, not willing to open, scared of hurting
Can’t believe some of the stuff you shouted at me
Calling me pathetic, your anger unseen
Everything came between
Everything stood still
We fought with all our will
Thought I could turn to you, trust you when I was blue
But then you turned me away
Show me the darkness of the day
Took no hand into the night
Didn’t show me what was right, I was left blind in sight
Wandering round, lost in the dark
No guidance, no pathway, stumbled on my pain, fell on my emotion
Caused a commotion, full of fright, devoid of devotion
You can tell me you love me
You can kiss and hug me
Open your arms, hold me tight
But even in the day, I still feel like it’s night
You told me it was going to be all right
That nothing would change, and it’d all be the same
But my life was turned upside down
Torn to pieces, ripped to shreds
A whirlwind building up inside my head
Now nothing's OK, and there’s not much left unsaid, a waging war between
our heads
No room for improvement, no inch for movement
Try and paint over the cracks, seal the pain with a laugh
Smile as though it might be OK
But I need you to part the clouds, clear the waves, draw back the tide
Paint these emotions we chose to hide
Until we are honest and open, the lies and mistrust will keep us shut
So for now to wander aimlessly, pretending we’re getting on just famously
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Anonymous Couple
By Stephanie Lambton
You laughed at me twice today.
Is it strange that I remember?
Well, I did.
Normally I wouldn’t.
Once was for snorting when I laughed.
I always snort!
You use to think it was cute.
So why did it bother you?
The second was my fault. Maybe?
OK, OK, so I got the name of the band wrong.
I’m sorry, I didn’t know.
But did you really need to laugh?
People say it’s a rough patch.
People say it’s normal.
People say it’s men.
I think maybe it’s me.
Let’s just laugh together tomorrow.
Let’s laugh at me together.
Then maybe it won’t hurt you as much,
When I laugh at your manhood.

Torn
By Georgia Oakley
Warm thoughts shattered by a single gunshot,
Stolen reflections on lazy mornings.
Guiltless regret for decisions unmade;
Ceaseless anticipation for meaningless contact.
Adjusted memories feed the heart, that without which
Slows to a fatal tune.
Feelings frozen in time, balance
On the double ended dagger.
Forgotten hopes drown in black clouds,
Smothered by the finality of fate.
Loneliness sparked by a dozen matches
Burns underground,
For the pair of minds that dream of the impossible.
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New York, New Bag
By Matthew Cooper
New York, New York – a sunrise away
Where you never see the orange night full.
Take a look, a sneak peek, stare.
The flicks are red-seated-empty tonight.
Come with me, you’ll see, you’ll see,
Can you see me standing here?
I’m wearing sunglasses in the dark
Next to the tramp with flowers in his hair.
It’s whether the weather will hold out for us today.
I caught the grey rainclouds in my pockets on the way over;
They are weighing me down but my feet still don’t touch the floor.
Twist and shout – it’s all natural to you.
I’ve stolen the park bench and put it on my back.
Lets sit in your front room, feeding the ducks.
No, no, no – I’m mad for you. Woohoo.
The grass is cut in the shape of a heart, heart – held
My shoelaces tied together – head over heels.
Please, please – stick me in the oven; so hot it burns
Until my skin is crispy golden;
I taste just right.
We are fine, we are okay, we’re all right.,
Never, never has it felt so good
To shake my hair, and my fringe getting in my eyes.
You hate that look, look but it’s just a sweet lie.
I sweep it away and our noses touch, touch; much
In the morning paper today, oh yeah, yeah.
Hold my hand, there’s a river that needs crossing
Together, alone. Baby. I want you here; near
In my arms, hands on my back,
The weight of a monkey off my shoulders.
I’m the same, you’re the same, in fact we are both
drunk, drunk.
Never has it been said, told; it’s all in our heads
How much we are perfect, fitting, puzzled,
Together in that al fresco photo of yours.
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Big World Out There
By Glenn B Liddle
He wanted to spend some time in Scotland, but she would rather they stayed at home.
He took a cigarette from the packet on the mantelpiece and struck a match. He drew in the smoke
sharply, exhaled, and flung the remainder into the fire. “It’s just something I have to do,” he said. “I can’t explain.”
She looked away, turning a strand of hair between forefinger and thumb, and stared into the flames. “I
don’t want you to go,” she said. “Not yet. Not without me.”
“Coffee?” he said.
“I wish you wouldn’t do that,” she said.
“What?”
“Shut me out.”
He picked up the holiday brochures he’d been studying and walked into the kitchen. When he was
gone she could hear him clanking around in the cupboards. After a while she joined him. “You’re not taking
any of this seriously, are you? You haven’t even given it a chance. I mean, there’s every chance the treatment
could work.”
He selected a packet and a jar and holding them up said, “Tea or coffee?”
She waved one hand in the air dismissively. “Coffee. Just give me some coffee, for goodness' sake.”
As he prepared the drinks, she picked up one of the brochures. Flicking through the pages she said,
“And what’s so special about Ardnamurchan all of a sudden? Why so far?”
“I just want to get away,” he said. “Somewhere new, somewhere far away from all this. Is that too
much to ask?”
“You can’t run from a thing like this,” she said.
“I can’t breathe, stuck here.”
“If it’s fresh air you want, we could drive across the Alnwick moors in the morning, or take a trip
through the Tyne Valley. At least that’s not too far; we’d easily get back in time, if we had to.”
He closed his eyes and, breathing in slowly, drew back his head. “Where’s your fucking sense of adventure? If we set off at seven we could be on the ferry from Glencoe by lunchtime. We could drive across to
Sunart, up and away past Loch Shiel and visit the Seven Men of Moidart for tea. Aren’t you interested in our
history?”
“I prefer the here and now,” she said. Her brows gathered as she came closer. “Aren’t you interested
in our future?”
He snatched the brochure from her hands and opened to a particular page. “Look,” he said, pointing at
a photograph. “What about Kilchoan Bay? A nice little cottage on the coast. There’s fishing boats in the harbour and there’s heather on the hills.” She opened her mouth to speak but he held up his hand to her face.
“You can see the Atlantic Ocean from your bedroom window and when you walk along the dunes in the
morning you come to a fantastic lighthouse at the end of it all. It’s built on the furthest part of the British
Isles, on the very tip of the peninsula. You can’t get much further out.”
“Are you crazy?” she said in a rising tone, and shook his arm. “Are you mad?”
His closed eyes slowly opened as he turned away to face the hissing kettle. He switched it off; he
switched everything off.
“I get so tired of all the waiting,” he said and began to pour boiling water over the powder. She
handed him a spoon. Accepting it he said, “It’s not easy, you know?”
“I know,” she said quietly. “I know it’s not, darling.” She looked at him for a long time as he stirred
the coffee. “Thank you,” she said finally. “Thank you.”
They both sat at the kitchen table, the only sounds coming from the intermittent sipping of coffee. She
played with her hair and for a time he, elbows folded before him on the table, looked down into his mug.
“Bring up the drinks,” she said suddenly. “We’ll have them in bed like we used to.”
In the bedroom she plumped up their pillows and climbed in-between the sheets while he went in the
bathroom. As she drank her coffee she could hear the toilet flushing and then the sound of a tap running. And
then for a while there was only silence. She cupped her hands around the mug, forming a tight band, and
called out. “Is everything OK?”
Later, when he returned, she watched him step out of his shirt and trousers, and pull on a dressing
gown. She admired the way he folded up his clothing so neatly, even now, and then hung them carefully over
the back of the rattan armchair they kept in the corner of the room, to prevent them becoming creased on the
floor over night. She felt a surge of guilt rising up as she looked down at her own clothes on the carpet and
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wondered how he found the strength. She picked up a book from the bedside table, the one she’d been trying
to read for weeks now, and opened it at the marker. But when she stared at the print she found she did not
have the concentration for more than a sentence or two.
He selected his medication from the bedside drawer. Working the film wrappers with his fingers and
popping them out into the palm of his hand, he went over to the window.
“You’re taking those later and later these days,” she said. “You should stick to the proper times.”
“I see the Miller’s have a new car,” he said. “You’d think they’d get something smaller now the kids
are gone; a little run-around, something for the groceries.” He took the pills to his lips and swallowed them
with the remainder of his coffee.
She opened her mouth to say something, but nothing came out. The moonlight was casting a pale
glow over the room, and she became distracted by the long shadow that fell from his feet. It stretched across
the floor and spread up an opposing wall, making him seem much bigger than he was now. She traced it with
her eye, lingering on the fuller looking curves it created. When he turned to face her again the glare blanked
out his features completely, making a silhouette of him. “Don’t you ever wish you’d travelled more?” he
said. “There’s a big world out there.”
“I don’t know,” she sighed. But when he came out from the shadows she swallowed hard and said,
“We do OK, don’t we?”
“You should learn to drive,” he said.
When he took off his dressing gown, he climbed in beside her, a naked hip grazing hers and staying
close. In the darkness they lay side by side beneath the cotton duvet, a gentle hum of traffic outside, somewhere laughter, far, far away. When her gaze shifted back towards the window she could see stars in the distance, some of them shining more brightly than others.
A while later she whispered in his ear. “When all of this is over, when you’re starting to feel a bit
more like yourself…” But he was already asleep. She sighed, turned her body into him and laid one arm
across his chest, feeling the gentle rise and fall of his breathing, knowing full well that peace, for her, would
never come. Some time after, when the fall became greater than the rise, she felt beneath the sheets for his
hand and cupped her own around it. She ran her fingers along the fine hairs that grew from the back of his
wrist, trailing away up his arm. Gently, she brought the hand up to her lips and kissed the fingertips, licking
gently in-between the fingers, the way he liked, and then held them closely against her cheek. He was sleeping soundly now. Carefully, she replaced the arm and ran her fingers through the hair on his head. She
combed through the delicate strands, enjoying how they tickled, how silky smooth they felt, working them as
softly as she could, only to find that some of them came away in her hand regardless. She held them up to the
light and let them fall slowly away. She could clearly see the cottage on the peninsula now, the wind blowing
through her hair as they walked hand in hand over the grassy dunes in the morning haze, down onto the perfect, silver sand, searching for the lighthouse at the very end of the world.
After a while she made a low sound in her throat that would, in time, grow and become a cry.
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Fever Floats
By Natalie Crick
Throw it away
Syrup to somersaults.
Nothing has changed. Night hangs
So low my eyes sing:
Tell me what you see in it.
We could trick the tightrope,
And be swallowed whole.
Letting the stars mould and peel,
Or lick the cinders: tears fall white.
The final act.

Special
By Natalie Crick
Gyrating by sour curves of moon.
Buried in rot of mire, disguised as King,
Leaking streams of self on the lush crest.
Flare-up – you are not gone.
No holy cherub is this force:
They ask no tears and roots,
And when at last, sneaking a quiet moment,
World wrecked. Thoughts char the tune.
Rolling rotund with long lashes and syrup
lips,
Shaggy ankles itching, lace dress.
They shaved you, but it grew back.
Now sleep forever with stars in your eyes,
And remember every one of them.
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